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about the book model railroading is an activity that captivates people of all ages and genders there
is something endlessly fascinating about trains and miniature trains are the most fascinating of all it
s a great pastime that provides a creative outlet a lot of enjoyment and the camaraderie of fellow
enthusiasts model railroading is a very adult pastime that makes you feel like a kid again best of all
it s a hobby that you can enjoy as a family parents and children together it really is the world s
greatest hobby many are attracted to model railroading but don t know where to begin you may
have seen the impressive layouts created by model railroad enthusiasts and worry that you don t
have sufficient space or resources to create something similar having sufficient know how to
assemble track build scenes or keep electronic components in good working order may also seem
like a deterrent cost can also be a factor however you don t have to be an expert to build your first
model railway model railroading has a very large support community it s easy to find an answer
to virtually any question you may have about building and maintaining a model train collection
both in person and on the internet excerpt from the book scale refers to the relationship between
model trains and the real thing o scale used to be called 1 48 with ho scale at 1 87 but
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measurements have changed somewhat for the novice it s best to not get too mired in scale details
suffice it to say that o scale is the largest model train and is not very common as it requires more
space than most people can allot ho scale is the most prevalent and the standard for most model
railroaders having the most product selection availability n is smaller than ho and although there is
a good selection many hobbyists prefer ho since n requires a higher degree of detail and ability to
work with miniature parts much depends on individual preference if you just want miles and
miles of track and lots of trains going around n is great if you want to re create an elaborate scene
with buildings people and geographical features ho is better if you get into model railroad building
in a big way you may eventually want to explore other scales but most model train hobbyists are
happiest with ho or n buy a copy to keep reading there s a nostalgia associated with model trains
and railroading even if it s unspoken railroads take us back to an earlier era a more basic time
when spending a week or more on a train was seen as a luxury an event in itself not at as merely
a mode of transportation you ve probably already scouted some model railroad shows you ve no
doubt recognized the camaraderie and the passion these folks have and yes you re interested in
becoming a part of that the wonderful world of model trains will help you do just that it s a
comprehensive guide to model railroading written for someone who is new to this hobby starting
with some basic train knowledge terminologies and continuing on to the more detailed aspects of
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the hobby and yes this hobby can indeed get quite detailed and that tends to be intimidating to
some people the beauty of this hobby is that you can get involved at just the level you care too
you ll discover that every model railroader is in it for the love of the trains and the history the
vast majority of us are not out to make a fast buck from our interests here s some of the things you
ll learn in the wonderful world of model trains how to create stunning terrain in your scenery
with these 3 simple techniques different scales gauges standards in the world of model railroading
and what they all mean 2 simple keys that are right in front of your eyes to build your own
benchwork warning 3 things you should never do when it comes to wiring a pennies on the
dollar approach to finding model train parts how to avoid derailing problems 3 proven steps to
running multiple trains on one track 6 time tested and proven strategies for laying out train tracks
when to add onto your set with locomotives and rolling stock 7 everyday but often overlooked
tips and tricks for building the best layouts for your scenery how to do general maintenance on
your model trains and tracks and much more design a freelanced or prototype based model
railroad by selecting a time period modeling geography creating a roster using graphics and
following paint schemes following responses from numerous discussions arguments with mostly
older train guys as to whether american flyer trains had two or three rail track it seemed some
clarification was in order it also appeared that while the post war s gauge two rail period is quite
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well covered there is very little information still in print on their immediate ancestors the
purpose of this little guide is to present to the people who are unaware of their existence the three
rail tru model toy trains of the a c gilbert company of new haven ct which were introduced at the
1939 new york world s fair and which were produced until the war imposed shutdown of non
essential manufacturing in july 1942 dimensions and color schemes are provided throughout the
work wheel arrangements follow the whyte system of course lengths given exclude couplers
locomotive lengths given include the proper tender at least one large color photo is included for
each distinct item and every set is illustrated in catalog format in color captions are self
explanatory all 220 photographs were taken by the author of specimens from his personal
collection unless specifically credited otherwise while an attempt was made to show better grade
collectible specimens the cars are representative of vintage toys and are not intended to represent
the pristine mint in the box items available to only a very wealthy few it should be noted that
when gilbert brought american flyer in 1938 there was a substantial amount of salable but non
scale chicago inventory on hand prior to that time most toy trains in general were quite
unrealistic in appearance particularly car length if you wanted more realism you had but one
choice build from scratch this guide does not cover any of that pre 1940 chicago flyer material the
1939 american flyer catalog first introduced the die cast 3 16 scale equipment but only in the four
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most expensive sets with would become the two top of the line locomotives by 1940 the
conversion to 3 16 scale including the first pressed steel cars was well under way but it was not
until the 1941 catalog that all offerings were of gilbert s new 3 16 scale design the first post war
catalog for1946 does not list the very limited remaining stock of o gauge trains which was sold off
as soon as possible so as to concentrate on the brand new and more exciting two rail lineup there is
some intentional redundancy in the descriptions since it is felt that many users are going to simply
look in the index for their car s and i wanted them to be able to find everything in one place
without their having to crawl page by page it should be noted that legitimate factory produced
items are known with some feature s differing slightly from the standard versions of the items
presented here money was saved wherever possible and shortcuts were taken particularly as to
colors and markings nothing was wasted some cabooses were even made on tender frames the
most common off beat example being that some cars will have two american flyer lines decals
instead of the normal one plus the car number paint shades may vary it must be remembered that
their intent was to produce operable toys hopefully at a profit for the enjoyment of mostly
children and they were not following any rigid rules to satisfy nit picking collectors in the then
far distant future within certain parameters almost anything is at least possible and after 80 years
some repairs repaints etc have themselves acquired the patina of genuine ness and antiquity the
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author takes full responsibility for the accuracy of any opinions regarding such specimens which
may be stated in this work the author welcomes input from fellow collectors having any
corrections or further information regarding these trains which may be incorporated into future
editions of this work build an expandable n scale railroad in a few easy steps includes instructions
on constructing framework laying track building scenery and assembling structures learn about
prototype engine servicing areas and their functions and how to model them on any layout
includes tips and techniques for modeling trackage structures and other terminal details
appropriate for the steam or diesel era introduces the essentials of ho with easy to understand text
and illustrations that answer questions on track planning scenery buildings wiring and how to
build an attractive starter layout from model railroader magazine designed to serve the
information needs of all levels of both operators and collectors this essential who to contact
reference lists more than 2000 sources covers all popular model railroading scales from the tiny 1
220 to the rugged 1 20 3 includes manufacturers distributors suppliers clubs organisations
publishers periodicals key web sites retailers and dealers sources for parts and repairs appraisers
museums and public displays and a bibliography of select topic related books and videos offers easy
to follow techniques for installing sturdy trackwork fitting the roadbed laying track and finishing
with lineside details simple text illustrations and diagrams explain how to set up model trains and
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scenery accessories and how model trains work briefly explains how to choose the rolling stock for
a model railway how to make buildings and scenery and how to put it all together in a permanent
or portable layout add interest to your layout photos of different types of prototype junctions with
details about how they work give you the inside scoop on junctions learn to model junctions and
the details around them with expert instruction from jeff wilson starting with benchwork and
ending with realistic scenery this practical no nonsense guide provides insight into the
fundamentals of model railroading in the hobby s most popular scale features up to date techniques
and references many significant new products this book is a collection of vintage articles on the
design and construction model trains and railways with information on using electricity to power
signalling systems engines ramps and much more profusely illustrated and full of invaluable tips
this volume is highly recommended for those with an interest in model engineering and would
make for a worthy addition to collections of related literature contents include locomotive notes
the gas electric a useful centring jig model l n w r locomotive electricity from light some
suggestions for model railway signalling electric signals for single lines an electric tell tale for
siding points shutting ramps etc many vintage books such as this are becoming increasingly scarce
and expensive we are republishing this volume now in an affordable high quality edition
complete with a specially commissioned new introduction on model building jeff wilson
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demonstrates how to model several rail served industries with insights photos and guidelines
includes an overview on coal customers milk paper breweries merchandise traffic and iron ore an
illustrated guide to creating g scale railroad models this book introduces you to the fascinating
world of large scale trains those that run on no 1 guage track an illustrated guide to creating n
scale railroad models the author shows you how to build a hi rail toy train layout such as his sandy
harbor terminal railway he provides modeling concepts as well as practical techniques for
incorporating toy trains and accessories into realistic settings this book provides an entry point for
any modeler interested in building a narrow gauge layout narrow gauge railroads remain popular
among railfans and modelers due to the spectacular mountain scenery in which many operated
although narrow gauge layouts have a passionate niche following there are very few books on this
subject the book is an overview of prototype narrow gauge railroading as well as available models
this is a one stop book for introducing modelers to the subject of narrow gauge railroading it
explains why and where narrow gauge railroads were built how they operated what their
equipment was like and why they were abandoned sections include selecting a suitable scale and
gauge finding a home for the railway building the baseboard laying the track constructing the
landscape electrics and control point operation panels indications and lighting digital command
control maintenance and tools authoritative guide to the colorful collectible german large scale
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trains popular all over the world features all known authenticated variations of lgb trains and
includes up to date pricing information by bob roth and decker doggett 8 1 2 x 11 208 pgs 45
bandw and 50 color photos hardcover this highly illustrated book explains the business of logging
railroads and provides examples of prototype operations photos of locomotives equipment and
structures set the stage for modeling logging scenes and designing a logging layout a useful
reference for every level modeler easy and reliable layout wiring techniques are included with
essential techniques needed to wire a two rail dc powered layout of any size or complexity
provides information and advice on every aspect of o and s scale model railroads with comments
on the varied rewards of this classic hobby this classic one stop hands on treasury of practical advice
for lionel enthusiasts has been updated to include products such as fastrack and legacy which were
unavailable at the time of its original publication in 2004 learn what makes n scale unique in
everything from benchwork to realistic scenery colorful photos and illustrations guide beginners
as well as more experienced modelers who are making the transition from a different scale teaches
how to get old lionel trains running again shows how to repair and maintain lionel o gauge trains
built from the turn of the century through the 1970s gives detailed explanations with photos and
diagrams illustrating easy repair lubrication and maintenance tips and techniques provides in
depth information and current prices on all prewar o gauge lionel trains including variations in
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trucks couplers and decoration recounts the history of lionel o from its origins in realistic designs
colors and markings to the development of creative designs and bright colors learn how to get
your locomotive train set or complete model railroad operating even if you don t understand the
principles of electricity teaches basic electrical connections for a two rail dc powered layout of any
size or complexity basic layout wiring techniques are presented simply with numerous photos
illustrations and diagrams this beautifully illustrated and practical book covers a wide variety of
materials and processes and tells you everything you need to know about building model railway
coaches master modeller george dent guides the reader through the necessary techniques and
skills covering all aspects of the subject from kit building in metal plastic resin and wood through
soldering weathering painting and lining to 3 d printed kits and components and adding
passengers to the carriages also includes upgrading off the shelf models kit assembly scratch
building and finishing he provides important advice on choosing the right tools materials and
adhesives covers kit building in metal plastic resin and wood and presents many ideas for detailing
modifying and converting ready to run and kit built coaches with essential step by step guides to
soldering weathering painting and lining this will be of great interest to all railway modellers
particularly those with some experience superbly illustrated with 604 colour photographs
featuring off the shelf trackwork and ready to run trains this guide will teach you how to add
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basic scenery structures and details to your layout in his new book building a ready to run model
railroad author jeff wilson provides you with easy to follow instructions for adding structures
scenery and details to the featured 4 x 12 ho layout you ll learn how to build simple benchwork
and design a track plan create scenery with grass trees and more assemble structure kits add roads
signs and vehicles and select trains and get them going in no time determining where and how to
store a model railway when it is not in use can be difficult especially if space is severely limited a
folding railway layout can be the solution to this problem the author has designed an ingenious
folding wooden case that accommodates his truly remarkable n gauge multi track layout and
which is also suitable for an oval track layout in 00 gauge in this fascinating book the author
describes all aspects of how to build the folding case and how to construct the layout within using
lightweight materials such as rigid foam some of the most remarkable features of the layout are
how to construct and install a working cable car moving road vehicles a revolving children s
roundabout and a helicopter with motorized rotor blades there are over 300 excellent step by step
diagrams and photographs brimming with practical advice and tips on how to build the folding
case and how to construct the layout within and superbly illustrated with 315 colour photographs
and step by step diagrams this invaluable and well illustrated book describes landscape modelling
from a new perspective it explains in detail how to design and construct a model railway in a
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convincing and pleasing landscape the author has always considered that model railway dioramas
are an art form and this book is brimming with advice and tips that will allow the modeller to
create true to life landscapes important aspects of all stages of construction are covered including
the building of satisfactory baseboards topography and ground cover modelling lakes and waterfalls
and making realistic trees the author argues that a good model railway is one that is placed in an
accurate and realistic landscape which after all was there first and he contends that scenic
modelling is not just a means to fill up the gaps in between track work rather it is essential in
creating the perfect backdrop enabling model locomotives and rolling stock to be displayed
convincingly a remarkable book and describes landscape modelling from a new perspective
essential reading for all serious railway modellers brimming with advice and tips that allows the
modeller to create true to life landscapes superbly illustrated with 230 colour photographs john de
frayssinet is a professional railway modeller and has written extensively for model railway
magazines more than 4 000 different athearn models covering 50 years of production are cataloged
and described in this guide 500 photos 80 in color get started in railway modeling today this
comprehensive guide will show you how includes all basic techniques including layout planning
laying track making tunnels adding details constructing buildings and more features all aspects
from baseboards to track laying electrification to landscapes step by step illustrations accompany the
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easy to follow text written by one of the most highly regarded of model railway authors



Beginner's Guide to Starting Your Own Model Train Collection
(Scenery, Track Plans, and Layouts)

2012-02-29

about the book model railroading is an activity that captivates people of all ages and genders there
is something endlessly fascinating about trains and miniature trains are the most fascinating of all it
s a great pastime that provides a creative outlet a lot of enjoyment and the camaraderie of fellow
enthusiasts model railroading is a very adult pastime that makes you feel like a kid again best of all
it s a hobby that you can enjoy as a family parents and children together it really is the world s
greatest hobby many are attracted to model railroading but don t know where to begin you may
have seen the impressive layouts created by model railroad enthusiasts and worry that you don t
have sufficient space or resources to create something similar having sufficient know how to
assemble track build scenes or keep electronic components in good working order may also seem
like a deterrent cost can also be a factor however you don t have to be an expert to build your first
model railway model railroading has a very large support community it s easy to find an answer
to virtually any question you may have about building and maintaining a model train collection



both in person and on the internet excerpt from the book scale refers to the relationship between
model trains and the real thing o scale used to be called 1 48 with ho scale at 1 87 but
measurements have changed somewhat for the novice it s best to not get too mired in scale details
suffice it to say that o scale is the largest model train and is not very common as it requires more
space than most people can allot ho scale is the most prevalent and the standard for most model
railroaders having the most product selection availability n is smaller than ho and although there is
a good selection many hobbyists prefer ho since n requires a higher degree of detail and ability to
work with miniature parts much depends on individual preference if you just want miles and
miles of track and lots of trains going around n is great if you want to re create an elaborate scene
with buildings people and geographical features ho is better if you get into model railroad building
in a big way you may eventually want to explore other scales but most model train hobbyists are
happiest with ho or n buy a copy to keep reading

The Wonderful World of Model Trains

2015-03-14



there s a nostalgia associated with model trains and railroading even if it s unspoken railroads take
us back to an earlier era a more basic time when spending a week or more on a train was seen as a
luxury an event in itself not at as merely a mode of transportation you ve probably already
scouted some model railroad shows you ve no doubt recognized the camaraderie and the passion
these folks have and yes you re interested in becoming a part of that the wonderful world of
model trains will help you do just that it s a comprehensive guide to model railroading written for
someone who is new to this hobby starting with some basic train knowledge terminologies and
continuing on to the more detailed aspects of the hobby and yes this hobby can indeed get quite
detailed and that tends to be intimidating to some people the beauty of this hobby is that you can
get involved at just the level you care too you ll discover that every model railroader is in it for
the love of the trains and the history the vast majority of us are not out to make a fast buck from
our interests here s some of the things you ll learn in the wonderful world of model trains how to
create stunning terrain in your scenery with these 3 simple techniques different scales gauges
standards in the world of model railroading and what they all mean 2 simple keys that are right in
front of your eyes to build your own benchwork warning 3 things you should never do when it
comes to wiring a pennies on the dollar approach to finding model train parts how to avoid
derailing problems 3 proven steps to running multiple trains on one track 6 time tested and



proven strategies for laying out train tracks when to add onto your set with locomotives and
rolling stock 7 everyday but often overlooked tips and tricks for building the best layouts for your
scenery how to do general maintenance on your model trains and tracks and much more

Realistic Model Railroad Design

2004

design a freelanced or prototype based model railroad by selecting a time period modeling
geography creating a roster using graphics and following paint schemes

Your G-Scale Locomotive

2007

following responses from numerous discussions arguments with mostly older train guys as to
whether american flyer trains had two or three rail track it seemed some clarification was in
order it also appeared that while the post war s gauge two rail period is quite well covered there



is very little information still in print on their immediate ancestors the purpose of this little guide
is to present to the people who are unaware of their existence the three rail tru model toy trains
of the a c gilbert company of new haven ct which were introduced at the 1939 new york world s
fair and which were produced until the war imposed shutdown of non essential manufacturing in
july 1942 dimensions and color schemes are provided throughout the work wheel arrangements
follow the whyte system of course lengths given exclude couplers locomotive lengths given
include the proper tender at least one large color photo is included for each distinct item and
every set is illustrated in catalog format in color captions are self explanatory all 220 photographs
were taken by the author of specimens from his personal collection unless specifically credited
otherwise while an attempt was made to show better grade collectible specimens the cars are
representative of vintage toys and are not intended to represent the pristine mint in the box items
available to only a very wealthy few it should be noted that when gilbert brought american flyer
in 1938 there was a substantial amount of salable but non scale chicago inventory on hand prior to
that time most toy trains in general were quite unrealistic in appearance particularly car length if
you wanted more realism you had but one choice build from scratch this guide does not cover any
of that pre 1940 chicago flyer material the 1939 american flyer catalog first introduced the die cast
3 16 scale equipment but only in the four most expensive sets with would become the two top of



the line locomotives by 1940 the conversion to 3 16 scale including the first pressed steel cars was
well under way but it was not until the 1941 catalog that all offerings were of gilbert s new 3 16
scale design the first post war catalog for1946 does not list the very limited remaining stock of o
gauge trains which was sold off as soon as possible so as to concentrate on the brand new and more
exciting two rail lineup there is some intentional redundancy in the descriptions since it is felt
that many users are going to simply look in the index for their car s and i wanted them to be able
to find everything in one place without their having to crawl page by page it should be noted that
legitimate factory produced items are known with some feature s differing slightly from the
standard versions of the items presented here money was saved wherever possible and shortcuts
were taken particularly as to colors and markings nothing was wasted some cabooses were even
made on tender frames the most common off beat example being that some cars will have two
american flyer lines decals instead of the normal one plus the car number paint shades may vary it
must be remembered that their intent was to produce operable toys hopefully at a profit for the
enjoyment of mostly children and they were not following any rigid rules to satisfy nit picking
collectors in the then far distant future within certain parameters almost anything is at least
possible and after 80 years some repairs repaints etc have themselves acquired the patina of
genuine ness and antiquity the author takes full responsibility for the accuracy of any opinions



regarding such specimens which may be stated in this work the author welcomes input from
fellow collectors having any corrections or further information regarding these trains which may
be incorporated into future editions of this work

A Collector's Guide to American Flyer "Tru-Model" Trains, 3/16"
Scale "O" Gauge, 1939-1941

2020-09-14

build an expandable n scale railroad in a few easy steps includes instructions on constructing
framework laying track building scenery and assembling structures

N Scale Model Railroad That Grows

1996

learn about prototype engine servicing areas and their functions and how to model them on any



layout includes tips and techniques for modeling trackage structures and other terminal details
appropriate for the steam or diesel era

The Model Railroader's Guide to Locomotive Servicing
Terminals

2002

introduces the essentials of ho with easy to understand text and illustrations that answer questions
on track planning scenery buildings wiring and how to build an attractive starter layout from
model railroader magazine

All Aboard

1986

designed to serve the information needs of all levels of both operators and collectors this essential



who to contact reference lists more than 2000 sources covers all popular model railroading scales
from the tiny 1 220 to the rugged 1 20 3 includes manufacturers distributors suppliers clubs
organisations publishers periodicals key web sites retailers and dealers sources for parts and repairs
appraisers museums and public displays and a bibliography of select topic related books and videos

The Model Railroad Resources Handbook

2000

offers easy to follow techniques for installing sturdy trackwork fitting the roadbed laying track
and finishing with lineside details

Basic Trackwork for Model Railroaders

2004

simple text illustrations and diagrams explain how to set up model trains and scenery accessories
and how model trains work



Usborne Guide to Model Railways

1980

briefly explains how to choose the rolling stock for a model railway how to make buildings and
scenery and how to put it all together in a permanent or portable layout

Model Railroads

1991

add interest to your layout photos of different types of prototype junctions with details about how
they work give you the inside scoop on junctions learn to model junctions and the details around
them with expert instruction from jeff wilson



The Model Railroader's Guide to Junctions

2006-05

starting with benchwork and ending with realistic scenery this practical no nonsense guide
provides insight into the fundamentals of model railroading in the hobby s most popular scale
features up to date techniques and references many significant new products

HO Scale Model Railroading

2003

this book is a collection of vintage articles on the design and construction model trains and railways
with information on using electricity to power signalling systems engines ramps and much more
profusely illustrated and full of invaluable tips this volume is highly recommended for those with
an interest in model engineering and would make for a worthy addition to collections of related
literature contents include locomotive notes the gas electric a useful centring jig model l n w r



locomotive electricity from light some suggestions for model railway signalling electric signals for
single lines an electric tell tale for siding points shutting ramps etc many vintage books such as this
are becoming increasingly scarce and expensive we are republishing this volume now in an
affordable high quality edition complete with a specially commissioned new introduction on
model building

YOUR GUIDE TO O GAUGE MODELLING

2018

jeff wilson demonstrates how to model several rail served industries with insights photos and
guidelines includes an overview on coal customers milk paper breweries merchandise traffic and
iron ore

A Guide to Model Locomotives - A Collection of Vintage Articles



on the Design and Construction of Model Trains and Railways

2021-06-28

an illustrated guide to creating g scale railroad models

The Model Railroader's Guide to Industries Along the Tracks 2

2006

this book introduces you to the fascinating world of large scale trains those that run on no 1 guage
track

The Large-scale Model Railroading Handbook

2000

an illustrated guide to creating n scale railroad models



Beginner's Guide to Large Scale Model Railroading

1994

the author shows you how to build a hi rail toy train layout such as his sandy harbor terminal
railway he provides modeling concepts as well as practical techniques for incorporating toy trains
and accessories into realistic settings

N Scale Model Railroading

2000

this book provides an entry point for any modeler interested in building a narrow gauge layout
narrow gauge railroads remain popular among railfans and modelers due to the spectacular
mountain scenery in which many operated although narrow gauge layouts have a passionate
niche following there are very few books on this subject the book is an overview of prototype
narrow gauge railroading as well as available models this is a one stop book for introducing



modelers to the subject of narrow gauge railroading it explains why and where narrow gauge
railroads were built how they operated what their equipment was like and why they were
abandoned

Realistic Modeling for Toy Trains

2009

sections include selecting a suitable scale and gauge finding a home for the railway building the
baseboard laying the track constructing the landscape electrics and control point operation panels
indications and lighting digital command control maintenance and tools

Guide to Narrow Gauge Modeling

2009

authoritative guide to the colorful collectible german large scale trains popular all over the world
features all known authenticated variations of lgb trains and includes up to date pricing



information by bob roth and decker doggett 8 1 2 x 11 208 pgs 45 bandw and 50 color photos
hardcover

The Newcomer's Guide to Model Railways

1998

this highly illustrated book explains the business of logging railroads and provides examples of
prototype operations photos of locomotives equipment and structures set the stage for modeling
logging scenes and designing a logging layout

Official Guide to LGB

2008

a useful reference for every level modeler easy and reliable layout wiring techniques are
included with essential techniques needed to wire a two rail dc powered layout of any size or
complexity



The Model Railroader's Guide to Logging Railroads

1999

provides information and advice on every aspect of o and s scale model railroads with comments
on the varied rewards of this classic hobby

Easy Model Railroad Wiring

1979

this classic one stop hands on treasury of practical advice for lionel enthusiasts has been updated to
include products such as fastrack and legacy which were unavailable at the time of its original
publication in 2004



Model Railroading

2011-03-28

learn what makes n scale unique in everything from benchwork to realistic scenery colorful
photos and illustrations guide beginners as well as more experienced modelers who are making
the transition from a different scale

The Big Book of Lionel

1999-09

teaches how to get old lionel trains running again shows how to repair and maintain lionel o
gauge trains built from the turn of the century through the 1970s gives detailed explanations with
photos and diagrams illustrating easy repair lubrication and maintenance tips and techniques



N Scale Model Railroading

1997-10

provides in depth information and current prices on all prewar o gauge lionel trains including
variations in trucks couplers and decoration recounts the history of lionel o from its origins in
realistic designs colors and markings to the development of creative designs and bright colors

Beginner's Guide to Repairing Lionel Trains

2000-08

learn how to get your locomotive train set or complete model railroad operating even if you don t
understand the principles of electricity teaches basic electrical connections for a two rail dc
powered layout of any size or complexity basic layout wiring techniques are presented simply
with numerous photos illustrations and diagrams



Greenberg's Guide to Lionel Trains, 1901-1942: O and OO gauges
(2nd ed., c2001)

2005-04

this beautifully illustrated and practical book covers a wide variety of materials and processes and
tells you everything you need to know about building model railway coaches master modeller
george dent guides the reader through the necessary techniques and skills covering all aspects of
the subject from kit building in metal plastic resin and wood through soldering weathering
painting and lining to 3 d printed kits and components and adding passengers to the carriages also
includes upgrading off the shelf models kit assembly scratch building and finishing he provides
important advice on choosing the right tools materials and adhesives covers kit building in metal
plastic resin and wood and presents many ideas for detailing modifying and converting ready to
run and kit built coaches with essential step by step guides to soldering weathering painting and
lining this will be of great interest to all railway modellers particularly those with some
experience superbly illustrated with 604 colour photographs



A Guide to Trains

2000-11

featuring off the shelf trackwork and ready to run trains this guide will teach you how to add
basic scenery structures and details to your layout in his new book building a ready to run model
railroad author jeff wilson provides you with easy to follow instructions for adding structures
scenery and details to the featured 4 x 12 ho layout you ll learn how to build simple benchwork
and design a track plan create scenery with grass trees and more assemble structure kits add roads
signs and vehicles and select trains and get them going in no time

Basic Wiring for Model Railroaders

2016-08-31

determining where and how to store a model railway when it is not in use can be difficult
especially if space is severely limited a folding railway layout can be the solution to this problem



the author has designed an ingenious folding wooden case that accommodates his truly remarkable
n gauge multi track layout and which is also suitable for an oval track layout in 00 gauge in this
fascinating book the author describes all aspects of how to build the folding case and how to
construct the layout within using lightweight materials such as rigid foam some of the most
remarkable features of the layout are how to construct and install a working cable car moving road
vehicles a revolving children s roundabout and a helicopter with motorized rotor blades there are
over 300 excellent step by step diagrams and photographs brimming with practical advice and tips
on how to build the folding case and how to construct the layout within and superbly illustrated
with 315 colour photographs and step by step diagrams

Building Coaches

2008

this invaluable and well illustrated book describes landscape modelling from a new perspective it
explains in detail how to design and construct a model railway in a convincing and pleasing
landscape the author has always considered that model railway dioramas are an art form and this



book is brimming with advice and tips that will allow the modeller to create true to life landscapes
important aspects of all stages of construction are covered including the building of satisfactory
baseboards topography and ground cover modelling lakes and waterfalls and making realistic trees
the author argues that a good model railway is one that is placed in an accurate and realistic
landscape which after all was there first and he contends that scenic modelling is not just a means
to fill up the gaps in between track work rather it is essential in creating the perfect backdrop
enabling model locomotives and rolling stock to be displayed convincingly a remarkable book and
describes landscape modelling from a new perspective essential reading for all serious railway
modellers brimming with advice and tips that allows the modeller to create true to life landscapes
superbly illustrated with 230 colour photographs john de frayssinet is a professional railway
modeller and has written extensively for model railway magazines

Building a Ready-to-run Model Railroad

2016-08-31

more than 4 000 different athearn models covering 50 years of production are cataloged and



described in this guide 500 photos 80 in color

Building a Folding Model Railway Layout

2013-04-22

get started in railway modeling today this comprehensive guide will show you how includes all
basic techniques including layout planning laying track making tunnels adding details
constructing buildings and more features all aspects from baseboards to track laying electrification
to landscapes step by step illustrations accompany the easy to follow text written by one of the
most highly regarded of model railway authors

Scenic Modelling

1998



Standard Guide to Athearn Model Trains

1994

The Model Railway Manual

1995

Model Trains
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